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Daniel Miller is the current Deputy Head of One Crown Office Row’s Brighton annex. He has been a barrister
practising family law since 2005 and practises in all areas of family law, with a focus on financial remedy
cases. Daniel is well known for his tenacious approach in court and during negotiations, and his calm and
reassuring ‘client care’ skills. He is regularly praised for his readiness to provide assistance throughout the
litigation process, often at short notice.
“Daniel’s expertise was second to none. His gentle calming manner and explanation of detail throughout
the case was first class. We could not have done it without him, as this has been a very difficult time over
the last year for all of us. We cannot thank him enough.”
Client 2021

Financial Remedies
Daniel has had extensive exposure to financial remedy cases at all levels, which frequently involve disputed
company assets, international issues, and trusts. He accepts work both under the Matrimonial Causes Act
1973 and the Civil Partnership Act 2004.

Children (Private Law)
In private law children work Daniel has experience of representing both applicants and respondents (including
grandparents and children). Those proceedings range from applications to spend time with, or live with, a
child, to seeking leave to remove a child from the jurisdiction (or opposing leave).
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Domestic Violence & Injunctions
Daniel represents clients in injunctive proceedings, including where allegations of domestic violence or abuse,
including sexual abuse, have been made. He has extensive experience of such applications, particularly where
those applications are linked to concurrent Children Act 1989 proceedings.

Direct Access
Daniel accepts work from lay clients via Direct Access. You can view his profile here.

Education
BPP, London BVC (Very Competent)
City University, London CPE
University of Leeds BA (Hons) (Philosophy)

Memberships
FLBA
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